
Contest Report – Scots Day Out – Bendigo  
13th February 2016 

 

Congratulations and a huge thanks to Golden City Pipe Band and convenor Chris Earl for 

organising the day.  This event has clearly been embraced by the people of Bendigo as evidenced 

by large turn outs at the street parade and competition circle, not to mention the positive media 

coverage pre- and post-event.  The format of Scots Day out has proved successful and pleasing 

to the public with many activities on other than just the pipe band competition.  Rosalind Park 

provides a fantastic backdrop with ample shade for a warm February day.   

 

Street March 

Scots Day Out 2016 commenced with the now traditional street march down View Street.  This 

is always pleasing to the public and provides a good opportunity to see the pipe bands in all 

their glory.  There was a good spectator turnout and it is good promotion for the ensuing 

contest.  In all 8 bands competed.  The crowd were treated to special guests Scott Cam, Colin 

McAllister and Justin Ryan, judges from the television program Reno Rumble who were in town 

to film the show.    

 

Band Contest 

Following the street march the full band contest was held in Rosalind Park, commencing with 

Grade 4 before lunch (6 bands competing) then Juvenile, Grade 3, Grade 2 and Grade 4 

Exhibition Selection of Marches (for bands not competing in the Grade 4 aggregate contest) 

after lunch, which each had only 1 band entered.  A number of bands withdrawing from 

competition only days before the competition meant the afternoon draw had a large number of 

gaps.  This did however create some flexibility in the program and some afternoon bands were 

given the option to perform earlier if ready and to avoid the heat (as there was only 1 band in 

each grade).   

  

The Pipe Bands Victoria Heat Policy did not need to be enacted as the temperature peaked at 34 

degrees C prior the massed bands commencing.  Due to the number of bands entered and the 

warm weather there was no march off of winning bands.   

 

Judges: 

John Harvey conducted a trial run as a Dress & Drill judge.  Under Rule A.1.06.02 (A.1.07.03 also 

refers) John was appointed judge in the Street March and Grade 4 contest to allow Chris 

Hosking to compete with his band.  Kyle Warren also conducted a trial run as piping judge.   

 

Potential improvements:  

 Reducing gaps in the program.  As band withdrawals were on the day or shortly prior, 

the decision was taken to leave the times as published as bands would have already 

arranged meeting times.  This did unfortunately leave large gaps between performances 

in the afternoon which created a lull for spectators and the overall day could have 

potentially been shortened, however this was unavoidable as times had already been 

arranged.   

 



 Circle being in part shade/part sun, potentially effecting tuning of instruments.  This 

could be an issue due to the tree canopy in Rosalind Park and the shade shifting 

throughout the day.  The issue was raised prior to a band performing in the afternoon 

and the effected band was given the option to perform out of the drawn circle (as they 

were the only band in the grade).  This is worth noting when deciding circle location in 

future years.    

 

In conclusion I would like to thank the bands for their co-operation and judges and other 

officials for your assistance on the day.  Congratulations to the winning bands and all who 

participated.   

 

Let me again express my thanks to the organisers on a successful day.  It is important 

organisations take the risk at holding such events to give pipe bands the opportunity to come 

together and compete, while also promoting our movement and providing entertainment to the 

public.  I hope Scots Day Out is again held in 2017 and is well supported by our bands and the 

public.   

 

 

 

Matt Ead, 

Contest Supervisor.   

 
 


